HALL A
100,000 SQ FT

HALL B
100,000 SQ FT

HALL C1
40,000 SQ FT

HALL C2
40,000 SQ FT

NOTES:

All rigging locations and sling loads MUST be pre-approved before any work can begin.

Fireproofing must be protected at all times. Poking through or scraping off fireproofing for rigging is unacceptable. The undershrouding must be located to not be used for passing cable slings over idle beams.

Burlap bags are unacceptable, they do not provide the proper support to protect the fireproofing.

A vertical point load of 1,000 pounds may be applied at a minimum spacing of 10'-0" between any other applied loading.

A point load of 2,000 pounds may be applied at the truss panel points. The load can be applied at a minimum spacing of 10'-0" between any other applied loading.

The total load hanging from a single floor beam shall not exceed 1,000 pounds. An approved beam clamp must be used at these locations.

The Convention Center has cam locks available, with reverse neutral and ground.